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This paper reviews and verifies new kinematic separation criteria in three and four

dimensions derived using non-linear dynamics systems theory. Computations and exper-

iments of a rotor-oscillator flow verify the two-dimensional, unsteady separation criteria.

Three-dimensional, steady flow computations of a lid-driven cavity and a backward-facing

step flow verify the theoretically derived separations. With the steady three-dimensional

computation of the flow over a rotating sphere, the first case of a separation along a limit

cycle in the wall shear field as predicted by theory is documented. A three-dimensional,

unsteady cavity flow computation is performed verifying the three-dimensional, unsteady

criteria.

Nomenclature

C stretching rate at wall1

e internal energy
F focus
h inflow channel height
I identity matrix
L length
L separation curve
Ma Mach number
N node
p pressure
p separation or attachment point
Pr Prandtl number
q separation or attachment point
Re Reynolds number
S spiral
S⊥ normal strain rate
S separation surface
t time
T time interval
u velocity in x-direction
u velocity tangential to the boundary
v velocity in y-direction
v three dimensional steady velocity field
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W spanwise width dimension
w velocity in z-direction
x spatial coordinate vector
x spatial coordinate
y spatial coordinate
z spatial coordinate
Greek Symbols

γ boundary trajectory
Γ unstable limit cycle
θ separation angle
ρ density
τ wall-shear field
ω vorticity vector
Subscripts

0 initial variable
1 x-direction
2 y-direction
3 z-direction
f reference property
x derivative with respect to x

y derivative with respect to y

z derivative with respect to z

I. Introduction

The accurate identification of separation patterns in three-dimensional flows is important for a number
of engineering applications. For instance, separation and attachment has a major impact on mixing in
combustors, and on the aerodynamic forces acting on an aircraft, a submarine, or a passenger car. In several
instances, the separation location itself is crucially important to detect. Drag reduction by wall-based flow
control, for example, is known to be most effective when the actuators are placed close to separation surfaces.

The systematic study of steady flow separation dates back to the seminal work of Prandtl in 1904. He
showed that a two-dimensional steady flow separates from a no-slip boundary at points where the wall shear
vanishes and admits a negative gradient. The separation and attachment of three and four dimensional flows
in space and time, however, does not admit the same analysis. Identifying flow separation and attachment
with the wall shear zeros can lead to incorrect and meaningless flow analysis.2 Separation in three and four
dimensions has been subject to many investigations. A review of these studies is beyond the scope of this
paper. We refer to Surana et al.3 for a complete overview.

In a recent, innovative kinematic approach, Haller2 analyzed the separation of fluid particles along ma-
terial surfaces in the Lagrangian framework rather than the more analyzed Eulerian separation. Using
non-linear dynamics system theory, he analyzed the material surfaces and derived objective, kinematic, and

exact criteria for the location of flow separation in two-dimensional, unsteady flows. He showed that a flow
that moderately fluctuates around an average flow state features separation of the fluid particles along a ma-
terial surface that emanates from a fixed starting location. The location of this “fixed separation” is exactly
determined by the mean wall shear stress zeros. He also derived a formula for the separation profile of the
fluid particles up to any order of accuracy. As opposed to the derivation of earlier criteria, his approach is
fully deterministic and does not require any heuristics.

In a series of papers, Surana et al1, 3, 4 extended the criteria to steady and unsteady three-dimensional
flows. It was shown that three-dimensional steady flows separate along wall shear lines that connect singular-
ities in the wall shear field. Only a limited number of combinations of paired singularities indicate separation
or attachment. It was shown that three-dimensional unsteady flow can be viewed as a small perturbation to
the steady flow. The unsteady criteria in the mean flow field are essentially the same as the steady criteria.
An approximation of the separation surface was also determined up to any order of accuracy.

In this paper, we will identify complex flow separations in several geometries to illustrate and summarize
the criteria for identification of flow separation. We will present simulations and experiments of unsteady,
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two- and three-dimensional laminar flows at low Reynolds numbers. For practical reasons, we choose low
Reynolds numbers flow, for which the time and length scales are easily amended to computational and exper-
imental studies. Since the theoretical criteria are kinematic, the results are Reynolds number independent.
Verification can thus readily be performed in low Reynolds number, laminar flows.

The outline of this paper is as follows. First, we will summarize the exact kinematic criteria for sepa-
ration and attachment in three and four dimensions.1, 2, 4 Then, we will illustrate nearly all possible fixed
separation and attachments patterns in two-dimensional unsteady flow, three-dimensional steady flow, and
three-dimensional unsteady flow. We reserve the final section for conclusions.

II. Separation and (re)attachment criteria using nonlinear dynamics theory

We will briefly summarize the criteria for two-dimensional and three-dimensional fixed unsteady separa-
tion, and three-dimensional steady separation. For the derivation and further details, we refer to Refs. 1 and
2.

A. Topology

For what follows, we recall in Fig. 1 the basic topology of fixed points (node, spiral, and saddle) and limit
cycles.

Figure 1. The main planar vector field features used in our discussion: (a) node (b) spiral (c) saddle (d) stable
limit cycle.

B. Separation and attachment definitions

For the discussion of the separation and attachment criteria we consider a wall boundary in the z = 0
plane. We say that the flow separates at the z = 0 boundary if fluid particles starting arbitrarily close
to the boundary converge to a streamline L (separation curve) or a stream surface S (separation surface),
along which they are ejected from the boundary (see Fig. 2). In the language of nonlinear dynamics, L
is a one-dimensional unstable manifold of a boundary point (separation point) and S is a two-dimensional
unstable manifold of a curve of boundary points (separation line).

We define attachment as separation exhibited by the flow in backward time. Attachment points are,
therefore, boundary points with a one-dimensional stable manifold (attachment curve), and attachment lines
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Figure 2. Steady separation along (a) a streamline (one-dimensional unstable manifold) L (b) a stream surface
(two-dimensional unstable manifold) S.

are boundary curves with a two-dimensional stable manifold (attachment surface).

C. Two-dimensional unsteady flow (fixed separation)

In this section, we summarize the separation criteria for a two-dimensional unsteady flow. We will consider
the two-dimensional criteria in the (x, z) plane. The criteria for a fixed separation point, p, at (xp, zp) = (γ, 0)
are as follows,

lim
T→∞

1

T

t0
∫

t0−T

e

t
∫

t0

wy(γ,0,x)ds

uγ(γ, 0, t)dt = 0,

lim
T→∞

1

T

t0
∫

t0−T

e

t
∫

t0

wz(γ,0,x)ds


uxz(γ, 0, t) + uz(γ, 0, t)

t
∫

t0

wxz(γ, 0, s)ds



 dt < 0,

lim
T→∞

1

T

t0
∫

t0−T

e

t
∫

t0

wz(γ,0,x)ds

vzz(γ, 0, t) > 0. (1)

The conditions in (1) are valid for any mass-conserving fluid flow, compressible or incompressible, sub-
sonic, supersonic or transonic. The first condition in (1) is a necessary condition for the existence of a
material separation or attachment profile at x = γ requiring that the unstable manifold remains bounded
away from the z = 0 boundary. The second inequality in (1) – a non-degeneracy condition – guarantees a
unique separation profile by ensuring that all material lines, other than the unstable manifold, align with
the wall in backward time. The third condition in (1) is to distinguish p from an attachment point, en-
suring material ejection from p into the mean flow. This condition is closely related to the strength of
separation, and can be used to distinguish between small scale separation and boundary-layer separation in
a physical situation. Together, the three conditions in (1) yield a sufficient criterion for fixed separation in
two-dimensional, unsteady flows that admit a finite asymptotic average in time.

For most compressible wall flows with moderate Mach number (Ma < 4) the criteria reduce to

lim
T→∞

1

T

t0
∫

t0−T

uz(γ, 0, t)dt = 0

lim
T→∞

1

T

t0
∫

t0−T

uxz(γ, 0, t)dt = 0 (2)
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The fixed separation point is thus at a location where the time averaged skin friction is zero, and admits a
negative gradient. In essence, these are the Prandtl criteria for the time averaged flow.

In addition to the identification of the separation location in a two-dimensional flow, Haller2 also derived
analytic formulas for the time-dependent unstable manifold (separation profile) in compressible flow along
which particles are ejected from the wall. The time-dependent separation angle can be calculated from dis-
tributed skin-friction and pressure measurements along the wall, and for the particular case of incompressible
flow the relation simplifies to

tan [θ(t0)] = − lim
T→∞

3
t0
∫

t0−T

τw,x(γ, s)ds

t0
∫

t0−T

[

px(γ, 0, s) + 3τw,x(γ, s)
s
∫

t0

τw(γ,r)
νρ

dr

]

ds

, (3)

where θ is the angle the separation profile makes with the boundary and p(x, 0, t) is the surface pressure.

D. Three-dimensional steady flow

In Ref. 1, separation criteria were derived for three-dimensional, steady flow. It was shown that if p is a
point on the z = 0 boundary, then

(S0) p is a separation point if and only if

τ(p) = 0, ∇x · τ(p) < 0, det∇xτ(p) > 0, (4)

i.e., p is either a stable node or a stable spiral of the wall-shear field (Fig. 3).

(R0) p is a attachment point if and only if

τ(p) = 0, ∇x · τ(p) > 0, det∇xτ(p) > 0, (5)

i.e., p is either a unstable node or a unstable spiral of the wall shear field (Fig. 3).

As argued in Ref. 1, a separation or attachment line γ is necessarily a full wall-shear trajectory {x(s,x0)}
∞

s=0.
Since there are infinitely many wall-shear trajectories on the z = 0 boundary, additional criteria are required
to identify separation and attachment lines. The criterion below provides sufficient and necessary conditions
for the existence of such lines.

Separation line criterion: A bounded trajectory γ of the wall-shear field is a separation line if and
only if one of the following holds (cf. Fig. 3):

(S1) γ originates from a saddle p and ends at a stable spiral q.

(S2) γ originates from a saddle p and ends at a stable node q. Also, γ is tangent to the direction of weaker
attraction at q.

(S3) γ originates from a saddle p and spirals onto a stable limit cycle Γ.

(S4) γ is a stable limit cycle Γ

In general, combinations of the basic separation patterns (S1)-(S3) are also possible. Two examples are
shown in Fig. 4: the first shows separation lines connecting a saddle to a node and a spiral; the second shows
two separation lines emanating from different saddles but approaching the same spiral.

Attachment line criterion: A bounded trajectory γ of the wall-shear field is a attachment line if and
only if one of the following holds:

(R1) γ originates from an unstable spiral p and ends at a saddle q.

(R2) γ originates from a unstable node p and ends at a saddle q. Also, γ is tangent to direction of weaker
repulsion at p.

(R3) γ spirals off an unstable limit cycle Γ and ends at a saddle q.
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Figure 3. The four basic separation patterns (S1)-(S4).

(R4) γ is a unstable limit cycle Γ.

The four basic attachment patterns (R1)-(R4) and their combinations can be visualized by reversing the
arrows in Figs. 3 and 4.

All saddles, nodes, spirals and limit cycles featured in the separation and attachment criteria above must
be nondegenerate, i.e., must attract or repel nearby wall shear trajectories exponentially in s. Additionally,
in the case of a node, the two rates of attraction or repulsion must be unequal.

E. Three-dimensional unsteady flow (fixed separation)

In Ref. 4, the steady criteria are extended for three-dimensional unsteady flow. The unsteady compressible
flow near a no-slip boundary can be viewed as a small perturbation to the steady velocity field. The fixed
unsteady separation criteria are essentially the steady three-dimensional criteria for the the time averaged
flow field with an additional restriction on

C(x) =
1

2
lim

T→∞

1

T

∫ t0

t0−T

e

∫

τ

t0

∂zw(x,0,s)ds
∂2

zw(x, 0, τ)dτ, (6)

where C measures the weighted average rate of stretching normal to the boundary.
The criteria for C can be summarized as,

• At a fixed unsteady separation point p, C(p) > 0.

• At a fixed unsteady attachment point p, C(p) < 0.

• The average separation line criteria in an unsteady flow are the same as the separation line criteria in
a steady flow with the additional criterion,

S⊥(x) − C(x) < 0, C(x) > 0. (7)

Here, S⊥, is the average normal strain rate.

• The average attachment line criteria in an unsteady flow are the same as the attachment line criteria
in a steady flow with the additional criterion,

S⊥(x) − C(x) > 0, C(x) < 0. (8)
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Figure 4. (a) (S1) and (S2) separation lines emanating from the same saddle-type wall-shear zero. (b) Two
(S2) separation lines terminating at the same spiral-type wall-shear zero.

III. Numerical and experimental verification of criteria

A. Two-dimensional unsteady flow (fixed separation)

1. Rotor-oscillator flow

Model
To verify the two-dimensional unsteady separation criteria, we consider the rotor-oscillator flow. This flow

was studied in detail by Hackborn and co-workers.5 In Peacock et al.6 the flow was realized experimentally
and used to verify the kinematic separation criteria. Complimentary computations were also presented.
Here, we present more detailed computational results to verify the kinematic criteria.

In the rotor-oscillator flow, a rotating cylinder or rotor drives the flow near a flat boundary (Fig. 5). The
cylinder drives the flow in anti-clockwise direction. To the right of the cylinder, the flow separates from the
flat boundary. Oscillation of the cylinder in the horizontal direction introduces an unsteady flow component,
that leads to a time-dependent skin friction profile on the flat boundary.

Figure 5. Sketch of the rotor-oscillator separation driven by the translation and rotation of a cylinder.

The experimental setup in Peacock et al.6 comprised a 40.2cm x 8.8cm x 10cm acrylic tank filled with
glycerol. A cylinder 10cm long and 6.35 mm in diameter was positioned vertically in the tank, parallel to a
sidewall. The cylinder was driven by a micro-stepper motor, which in turn was mounted on a linear traverse.
The center of the cylinder was located 26.2mm away from the closest sidewall.

We compute the flow using Fluent’s incompressible solver with dynamic mesh.7 In the computations we
use the cylinder as the point of reference rather than the tank reference. In the cylinder reference frame the
tank walls are oscillating and the rotating cylinder is fixed. We use a fixed boundary-fitted mesh around
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the fixed cylinder. The dynamic mesh near the straight-sided tank wall is orthogonal, which facilitates
an easy and accurate computational dynamic mesh implementation. As compared to the tank reference
frame, the cylinder reference frame is thus computationally more efficient. In the cylinder reference frame a
time-dependent source appears in the Navier-Stokes equations.8

We take the rotational velocity of the cylinder at 200 rotations per minute. This yields a Reynolds
number of Re=0.5 with the angular velocity at the cylinder wall, and the cylinder diameter as reference
velocity and length scales, respectively. At this low Reynolds number the flow is essentially a Stokes flow
and thus linear. The separated flow patterns induced by the rotation of the cylinder, and by the unsteady
oscillation can be superimposed. The rotation of the cylinder induces the separation as discussed above.
Translation of the cylinder induces a small separation bubble on the flat boundary. The size of the bubble
is time-dependent within the period of oscillation. We consider an oscillation with an amplitude of 24mm
from side to side. The period of oscillation is 6s. Addition or subtraction of the translational flow field at
each time in the period to the rotor flow field completely determines the unsteady rotor-oscillator flow.

Results and discussion
The criteria derived in Haller2 show that fluid particles eject away at a fixed location along sharp material

lines in a quasi-periodic unsteady flow, whereas the instantaneous zero skin friction point is unsteady. The
formation of the sharp material line was confirmed experimentally in Ref. 6. We periodically inject fluid
particles at four locations near the flat boundary and track them using the computed flow fields. The
snapshots so generated in Fig. 6 confirm the formation of the sharp material lines with a fixed starting
location by fluid particles.

The skin friction profiles and streamline patterns in Fig. 6 show that the zero skin friction point is indeed
unsteady. Not only does the instantaneous zero skin friction and Eulerian ”separation” point move in time,
at the non-dimensional time t=5.0 the skin friction profile shows no zeros at all. Accordingly, the streamline
pattern at t=5.0 shows no instantaneous separating streamline. However, fluid particles do clearly eject away
from the wall into the material line, confirming the conclusion in Ref. 2 that separation is better identified
through the fixed starting location of the material line than the instantaneous zero skin friction point in
two-dimensional, unsteady flow.

The separation criterion in (2) states that the fixed starting location of the material line is identified by
the zero of the averaged skin friction profile along the bottom wall in this time-periodic flow. We compute
the location of the average zero skin friction point to the right of the cylinder at 34.74mm. Fig. 6 shows that
this location is in excellent agreement with the starting location of the material line. The starting location
of the material line in the experimental setup is determined at 35mm with an error margin of 1mm. This is
in good agreement with the computation.

We verify the theoretical derived separation angle in (3) by plotting the linear separation profile based on
this angle. This first-order separation profile is plotted in Fig. 6 and compares well to the separation profile
of the material line.

B. Three-dimensional steady flow

We briefly summarize verification results on a backward-facing step flow and a lid-driven cavity that were
already published in Ref. 3. Then, we will present a new result on a limit cycle separation in the flow over
a rotating sphere.

1. Backward-facing step

We consider the two-dimensional closed backward-facing step flow studied by Gresho et al.9 with a slight
three-dimensional perturbation added in the periodic spanwise direction. The Reynolds number based on
the bulk inflow velocity and the step height is Re = 300, ensuring laminar separation on the top wall.10 The
Mach number based on the wall temperature and the inflow bulk velocity is Ma = 0.4, which ensures a nearly
incompressible flow without restricting the explicit time scheme step. The Prandtl number is Pr = 0.72.
The flow is computed with our spectral multidomain compressible Navier-Stokes solver.11, 12

In Fig. 7a, we show representative streamlines computed in the sudden expansion of the backward-facing
step. The flow separates at the sharp edge of the expansion and reattaches further downstream at the
bottom wall. The sudden expansion also creates a smaller separation bubble on the top wall behind the
step. As a result of the spanwise sinusoidal inflow perturbation, the separation and attachment patterns
show a spanwise three-dimensional variation, which we shall analyze below.
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Fig. 8 shows the wall shear patterns on the bottom and top walls of the backward facing step. The flow
is periodic in the spanwise direction, as reflected by the periodic spanwise wall-shear distribution.

Bottom wall:

• N11 satisfies (R0) and hence is an attachment point.

• The wall-shear lines connecting N11 to S11 and S21 satisfy (R2), and hence form a attachment line.

Top wall:

• F12 and F22 satisfy (S0) and hence are separation points.

• N12 satisfies (R0) and hence is a attachment point.

• The wall-shear lines connecting S12 to F12 and F22 satisfy (S1), and hence form a separation line.
(Note, however, that the lines connecting S32 to F12 and F22 do not form a separation line.)

• The wall-shear lines connecting N12 to S32 and S52 satisfy (R2), and hence form a attachment line.

We obtain the local separation and attachment surfaces computing the angle formulas at each point of
the separation or attachment line. Figs. 9a and 10a show the resulting local analytic approximations to the
separation and attachment surfaces, with nearby streamlines validating the approximations.

Figs. 9b and 10b show the corresponding global separation and attachment surfaces, which we obtained
by advecting trajectories starting from the local approximate surfaces.

2. Lid-driven cavity

Our next study is on the lid-driven cavity. The computational model consists of a cube. The top wall in
the z–direction is driven at a constant velocity in the x-direction. All walls are no-slip and isothermal. The
velocity distribution on the moving top wall is tapered to zero towards the sides according to a parabolic
profile; this is to avoid velocity singularities at these locations.

The Reynolds number based on the top-wall velocity and the cube side is Re = 400 ensuring laminar
flow.13 The Mach number based on the wall temperature and the top wall velocity is Ma = 0.1, rendering
the flow practically incompressible; the Prandtl number is Pr = 0.72. Started from a quiescent state, the
flow reaches steady state after 25 non-dimensional time units. The flow is computed with our spectral
multidomain compressible Navier-Stokes solver.11, 12

For the Reynolds number Re = 400, the y = 0.5 midplane is invariant (i.e., composed of streamlines), as
found in Ref. 13. Fig. 7c shows the 2D streamline pattern in the midplane with the separation and attachment
clearly visible near the x=1 wall. The streamlines in the cavity flow (Fig. 7b) exhibit complicated behavior,13

leading to the complex three-dimensional separation geometry we identify below.
We study the wall-shear field on each of the walls shown in Fig. 11. Due to the symmetry of the flow

with respect to the y = 0.5 plane, Walls 1 and 2 admit identical wall-shear fields.
Walls 1 and 2:

• F11 satisfies (S0) and hence is a separation point.

• F21 and N11 satisfy (R0), and hence are attachment points.

• The wall-shear lines connecting S11 to F11 and N113 satisfy (S1) and (S2), respectively, and hence form
a separation line.

• The wall-shear lines connecting S21 to F11 and N114 satisfy (S1) and (S2), respectively, and hence form
a separation line.

Wall 3:

• N23 and N33 satisfy (S0), and hence are separation points.

• N13 satisfies (R0), and hence is a attachment point.
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• The wall-shear lines connecting N13 to S13, S232, S134 and S231 all satisfy (R2), and hence form
attachment lines.

• The wall-shear line connecting N136 to S13 satisfies (R2), and hence is a attachment line.

Wall 4:

• N24 and N34 satisfy (S0), and hence are separation points.

• N14 satisfies (R0), and hence is a attachment point.

• The wall-shear lines connecting S14 to N24 and N34 satisfy (S2), and hence form a separation line.

• The wall-shear line connecting N14 to S143 satisfies (R2), and hence is a attachment line.

Wall 6:

• N16 satisfies (R0), and hence is a attachment point.

• The wall-shear line connecting N16 to S161 and S162 satisfies (R2), and hence is a attachment line.

Figs. 12a, 13a, and 14a show the local analytic approximations to separation and attachment surfaces on
Walls 1, 3, and 4, respectively, along with nearby streamlines. Fig. 15a shows the local analytic approxima-
tion to the attachment curve of the point N16 along with nearby streamlines. The wall-shear line connecting
N16 to S161 and S162 represents an attachment line.

Figs. 12b, 13b, and 14b show the global separation and attachment surfaces obtained by advecting their
local approximations in the appropriate time direction. Fig. 15b shows the global attachment curve of N16

obtained by advecting the local attachment curve in backward time.

3. Sphere: limit cycle

Model
One of the theoretically determined separation patterns in the wall shear field is a stable limit cycle (Fig.

3). A limit cycle is identified as a closed trajectory in the wall shear field. It is stable, if all other wall shear
lines converge to this closed trajectory. If the shear field contains a stable limit cycle, the flow separates at
the closed trajectory, i.e. fluid particles are ejected away from the wall at the closed trajectory. To the best
of the authors knowledge no analysis of the limit cycle separation is documented. We will present the first
analysis of a limit cycle separation.

We consider the low Reynolds number flow over a sphere at a Reynolds number of Re=80 based on
the diameter of the sphere and the freestream velocity. In the Reynolds number range 20 < Re < 130, it
is well-known that this flow features a stable, steady and closed separation behind the sphere.14 At lower
Reynolds number the flow is a Stokes flow. At higher Reynolds number the wake is unstable and unsteady.
Theoretically, the wall shear field on the sphere at Re = 80 features two nodes and a closed trajectory. This
separation pattern is not part of the four basic separation patterns, since it is not a robust. The slightest
asymmetry or nonuniformity will perturb away the closed loop of fixed points. In practice, the pattern
cannot be observed for lack of perfect symmetry in any experiment. In our attempt to obtain a limit cycle,
we slightly rotate the sphere along the axis in streamwise direction. The maximum rotational velocity at
the surface of the sphere is set at 5% of the free stream velocity.

We compute the sphere flow using Fluent’s incompressible flow solver.7 A hexahedral block-structured
grid meshes the spherical computational domain whose outer radius is fifty times the sphere diameter. This
ensures a nearly unblocked spherical flow. The velocity inlet is set at the upstream hemisphere. An outflow
boundary condition at the downstream hemisphere.

Results and discussion
The skin friction pattern in Fig. 16 shows that the flow indeed features a limit-cycle pattern. At this

Reynolds number the slight rotation does not affect the stability of the separation wake. The rotation along
the axis introduces a rotation of the closed wall shear trajectory. This in turn causes the wall shear lines to
converge to the closed trajectory, thus leading to a limit cycle.
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According to theory the limit cycle is a separation line if it is S-strongly hyperbolic. By strong hy-
perbolicity of Γ we have

∫

Γ C(x(s, x0)m0)ds > 0 and
∫

Γ S⊥(s)ds < 0, where C measures the stretch-
ing rate normal to the boundary1 and S⊥ is the normal strain rate. These integrals are computed at
∫

Γ C(x(s, x0)m0)ds = 107 > 0 and
∫

Γ S⊥(s)ds = −213 < 0. Hence, the limit cycle is a separation line.
In the steady case fluid particles move along streamlines. The streamlines thus identify the separation

material lines and surfaces formed by the particles. The streamline pattern in Fig. 17 shows that the
streamlines eject away from the surface at the limit cycle as predicted.

Fig. 17 plots the first-order separation surface determined based on the slope angle. The streamlines
separating at the limit cycle follow this surface closely. Theory and computation are in excellent agreement.

C. Three-dimensional unsteady flow (fixed separation)

1. Time-periodic lid-driven cavity flow

To illustrate the various aspects of the separation theory developed in unsteady three dimensional unsteady
flow, we now turn to the direct numerical simulation of a time-periodic lid-driven cavity, a classic benchmark
problems with complex separation and attachment topologies.

The computational model is the same as for the steady computation of the lid-driven cavity discussed
above. We introduce an unsteady flow component by oscillating the top wall in the z–direction with a
time-periodic velocity U(t) = 0.3 + 0.7 sin t in the x-direction.

The analysis of the time-averaged wall-shear field τ̄ on each wall shown in Fig. 18 is the same as the
analysis of the wall shear field of the steady flow. The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 18. No
significant difference is found between the steady and the averaged unsteady analysis of the lid-driven cavity.

Note that wall 5 is not fixed and hence was analyzed in a frame co-moving with it. The moving coordinate
system leaves the flow domain, but nearby particle paths reveal that there is no separation or attachment
on the moving wall despite the presence of zeros in the corresponding wall-shear field (see Fig. 18).

Figure 19 shows the local analytic predictions for the time-dependent separation (green) and attachment
(blue) surfaces on walls 1, 3, 4, and 6 respectively.

In Figure 19, black curves represent the time-dependent wall-shear trajectories. It is evident that, despite
the large variations in the topology of the time-dependent wall-shear field, the separation and attachment
occurs at fixed locations. The particle paths shown in red and cyan validate this prediction.

IV. Conclusions

We have summarized the development and verification of criteria that determine the exact separation
and attachment locations in arbitrary complex weakly unsteady flow geometries.

The introduced nonlinear dynamics systems approach is kinematic. The criteria are thus valid for any
velocity field, independent of the equations that govern the field. Flow separation is defined as the location
where fluid particles eject or separate away from the wall. The linear kinematic nature of the approach
allows for the definition of flow attachment as the ejection or separation of fluid particles away from the wall
in backward time.

The theoretical development is based on the crucial assumption that fluid particles eject away from the
wall into physical sharp, distinct material surfaces or mathematical unstable manifolds. The start location
of the manifold identifies the separation and (re)attachment location uniquely and in an unprecedented non-
heuristic manner. For steady and weakly quasi-periodic flows, we have verified the theoretical assumptions.

The theoretical framework identifies a limited number of singularity combinations in the wall shear
streamline topology as separation and attachments. We have verified all but one of the possibilities through
numerical simulations. We are currently verifying the remaining saddle-limit cycle combination.
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Figure 6. Instantaneous streamline patterns, material lines formed by fluid particles, fixed separation locations,
and predicted of the separation slopes (left figures) at consecutive times (top to bottom) in one period.
Instantaneous skin friction profile along the bottom wall (right figures) at consecutive times (top to bottom)
in one period.
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Figure 7. (a) Streamlines computed for the backward-facing step. (b) Streamlines computed for the lid-driven
cavity. (c) Streamlines in the y = 0.5 symmetry plane of the lid-driven cavity.

Figure 8. Wall-shear lines computed on the top and bottom walls behind the backward-facing step. Sij refer
to saddles, Nij to nodes, and Fij to foci (spirals). We also indicate special wall-shear lines (stable and unstable
manifolds of the saddles) connecting zeros. Among these, the solid lines will turn out to be actual separation
lines (green) or attachment lines (blue). The location of step at x = 1 is indicated by a dotted magenta line.
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(  )a (  )b

Figure 9. Attachment surface on the bottom wall of the backward-facing step. (a) Local analytic approximation
validated by streamlines. (b) Global surface obtained from advecting the local approximation in time.

(  )a (  )b

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for the top wall. For better visibility, only half of the global separation surface
is shown.
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Figure 11. Skin-friction fields on Walls 1, 4, 5, and 6 for the lid-driven cavity flow. We also indicate special
skin-friction lines (stable and unstable manifolds of the saddles) connecting skin-friction zeros. Among these,
the solid lines turn out to be actual separation lines (green) or attachment lines (blue) lines.

Figure 12. (a) Local approximation to the separation surfaces for Walls 1 and 2, (b) Global approximation to
the separation surfaces obtained by advecting the local approximate surfaces in time.
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( )a ( )b

Figure 13. Same as 12 but for Wall 3.

Figure 14. Same as 12 but for Wall 4.

Figure 15. (a) Local approximation to the attachment curve for Wall 6. (b) Global approximation to the
attachment curve obtained by advecting the local approximate curve in backward time, along with the nearby
streamlines.
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Figure 16. Wall shear field for the flow over a rotating sphere at Re=40.

Figure 17. Streamlines (left) and predicted separation surface (right) of a limit cycle separation on a rotating
sphere at Re=40.
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Figure 18. Time averaged wall-shear fields on Walls 1, 4, 5, and 6 for the time periodic lid-driven cavity flow.
We also indicate special averaged wall-shear lines (stable and unstable manifolds of the saddles) connecting
averaged wall-shear zeros. Among these, the solid lines turn out to be actual separation lines (green) or
attachment lines (blue) lines.
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Figure 19. Local approximation to the time-dependent separation and attachment surfaces which appear as
green and blue, respectively, for different walls of the cavity. These predictions are validated by particle paths
which have been colored red and cyan. The subplots (a) and (b) show wall 1; (c) and (d) show wall 3; (e) and
(f) show wall 4; (g ) and (h) show wall 6.
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